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With Special Authorization from AFAC, Experimental Aircraft can now fly into Mexico  
The BBP along with others have been working with various Mexican authorities for the past 
eighteen months in efforts to find a way to allow US experimental aircraft to fly into Mexico.    

We have now succeeded.  After months of frustration, along with the help of several BBP 
members, we have identified a provider in Mexico City who has access to AFAC and can present 
and carry through the necessary paperwork to receive a Special Aircraft Authorization for Experimental, Light Sport, etc. 
aircraft.    

These providers, working with AFAC, will provide this authorization that will be valid for the life of the aircraft as long as 
the pilot, aircraft, and N Number all remain the same.    

As proof of concept, we applied for and received the 
authorization through this source for BBP Member Mike Neff 
who was also influential in making contact with the provider.  As 
further proof, we sent this authorization to the Commanders of 
several Mexican Ports of Entry including Loreto who all have 
indicated the authorization was valid, official, and would write a 
Multi Entrance Authorization for aircraft with that authorization. 

The BBP has elected not to be involved in the procuring of this 
special authorization primarily because of the lack of full 
transparency of this procurement program 

There is no responsibility or money involvement for the BBP in 
this program.   Our only involvement is that of letting our 
members (and others) know who to contact if they wish to get 
this Special Authorization for their Experimental aircraft.  What 
you see above is what we know.  To make it easier, an email 
address was made for requesting information: 

experimentalaircraftpermits@gmail.com 
 
Email your request to the above for more information.  

____________________ 
Whales 2023 
Back to our roots….  In a major change this year, we have moved our event back to the Hotel Serenidad in Mulege, Baja 
Sur.  In addition, we have increased our Whales event from three nights to 4 nights and now that Laguna San Ignacio’s 
Pista is licensed, we have made arrangements 
for Kuyima Guide Service to host us on the 
Whales excursion at the Laguna.   
 
With these changes, all will have a little more 
time to enjoy more of what was as in the past, 
that of Mulege in “Real Mexico”.   
 
We also plan to make available optional side 



trips from the hotel which could include viewing cave painting, horseback rides, fishing, Santa Rosalia, and a lot more. 
 
And as the Hotel Serenidad has its own private hard-packed dirt Pista, we will be setting up a short field landing contest 
with super recognition and a special BBP “I nailed it” plaque for the winner.  

So….  Join the Baja Bush Pilots on their annual “Pet a Whale” adventure.  Five days of fun, 
excitement, whale petting, and more. 

Mark your calendar and start thinking “Mexico”.  There will be two separate trips as indicated 
below.  
 
January 29 through February 2 
    or 
February 5 through February 9 

Will have the reservation forms for Whales 2023 out soon…... 

____________________ 
Illegal departure from Mexico, Part 1 
I have been advised by more than one Commander in Mexico that they are observing more pilots departing Mexico 
without clearing out of a Mexican AOE.  This practice has been somewhat overlooked in the past however, with ADS B, 
Mexico now has the ability to see and track most aircraft.   

And they are…. 

It is critical to follow their rules and regulations including entering and departing 
Mexico. 

I have been advised that the Commanders are getting direction from CDMX to track 
and report violations regarding entering and departing Mexico.   
And if they observe any violations of the law, just as in the US, you will get a letter 
from the FAA.   
Why the FAA?  An ICAO rule is in place whereby if a rule or law in violated in a foreign 
country, that country’s aviation’s authority of where the offending aircraft is 
registered will be notified for follow-up and discipline. 

___________________ 

 Illegal Departure from Mexico, Part 2 
A US$5,000 fine for US pilot who filed eAPIS using the wrong aircraft was assessed when departing the United States.  
We know that there are some who feel that filing an eAPIS down is not necessary but, it is…... 

This error was by a BBP pilot who is a personal friend of mine and has more than one aircraft in his BBP eAPIS library.  
When going down, he filed the wrong aircraft.  Coming back to the States several days later, when filing, he chose the 
correct aircraft.  

So, filed down and indicated on his eAPIS the wrong aircraft.  Coming back he filed the correct one. 

This infraction resulted in receiving “the letter” from CBP indicating the infraction and then a second one letter 
indicating that his action resulted in a US$5,000 fine. 

He is now appealing the decision by writing a letter indicating that he realized he made a mistake as well as 
communicated on the phone with CBP Management in DC.  Will let all know the results when the dust settles. 



 

Changes to BBP eAPIS. 
We have added several features to our eAPIS program to provide additional information for AOE Ports as well as to 
allow editing of aircraft and people much easer. 

We have also added page numbers to help in our Member support issues.  Look in the upper right corner of the program 
to identify the page you are on. 

On page 1 
You can look up any AOE port to see more information about it.  The example shown is for KSDM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Also on page 1, you can add, edit, or remove aircraft and / or persons. 
 

 

 

On page 7, After putting in the departure airport, you will get the choice of looking at the port information in a pop-up 
window or continuing on 

On page 8, the summary, the AOE Port information will show as well as allow for printing.   

We are continuing to improve our eAPIS by providing various printouts i.e. Military Report, MX Flight Plans, etc. 
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